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ABSTRACT 
Noncommutative ring theory was described in terms of matrices in its earliest 
days; we give some examples showing how matrix theory can now in turn profit from 
the theory of rings and modules. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the early days of the theory of rings and algebras, these objects were 
viewed in very concrete form. In particular, finite-dimensional algebras were 
most often viewed as algebras of matrices over particular fields. It was not 
until the late 1920s that the efforts of Emmy Noether established the 
usefulness of abstract vector spaces, linear transformations, and modules. 
Since then, the theory of rings and their representations has been developed, 
quite properly, in terms of these abstractions. On the other hand, information 
derived by abstract methods can be used to study properties of matrices, and 
those properties are varied and interesting (see Taussky [&I). My aim in this 
paper is to survey a few such applications. The topics selected are, for the 
most part, ones where I have been involved in the research. I hope the 
reader will understand that the selection reflects not an unseemly admiration 
for my own work, but rather, a desire to stay within my own small area of 
competency. MacDonald’s remarkable book [35], with its extensive bibliogra- 
phy, is a good place to start tracking down further topics. 
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The material in this paper was presented at a conference honoring the 
retirement of my old friend and former colleague Professor Gor6 Azumaya. It 
is a pleasure to dedicate the paper to him. 
2. CANONICAL FORMS 
We start on ground familiar to every educated mathematician. Let F be a 
field, V a vector space over F, and T : V -+ V an F-linear transformation. We 
construct a module Vr over the polynomial ring F[X] that has V as its 
underlying additive group, with the action of f(X) E F[X] given by f(X)c = 
f(T)(v) for 2; E V. 
If V is of finite F-dimension, then Vr is finitely generated over F[X], 
and the Cayley-Hamilton theorem tells us that Vr is annihilated by the 
characteristic polynomial x(X). Hence, Vr is a finitely generated torsion 
F[ Xl-module, and so can be written as a direct sum of indecomposable cyclic 
modules, since F[ X] is a principal-ideal domain. Therefore, we have Vr z 
F[X]/(p,(X)“‘l)@ . . . @F[X]/(pk(X)“‘k), where the pi(X) are manic irre- 
ducible polynomials, and ni pi(X))‘11 = xr(X). This is the genera1 version of 
the Jordan canonical form. If all the p,(X) are linear, say pi(X) = X - hi, one 
obtains the traditional Jordan form by using the basis 1, X - hi,. . . , 
(X - A,) “‘1-’ in F[X]/(X - hi)“‘l. 0 ne can also use the Chinese remainder 
theorem to combine terms in such a way that Vr E F[X]/(f,(X))@ . . . @ 
F[Xl/(f,,(X)), h w ere fi(X) is a divisor of f;, r(X) for 1 < i < n - 1. This 
implies that f,,(X) is the minima1 polynomial of T, that is, it generates the 
F[X]-annihilator of Vr. Relative to the bases made up of the powers of X, T 
is represented by the direct sum of the companion matrices of the fj. This is 
the rational canonical form. 
The term “rational” here refers not to the rational numbers, but to the 
fact that if T was given by a matrix in the first place, then the entries of the 
canonical form are rational functions of the original matrix entries. The 
polynomials f,(X) can be computed by diagonalizing the characteristic 
matrix Xl - A, where A is the matrix of T relative to some basis of V. This 
can be accomplished by an algorithm involving nothing more complicated 
than polynomial division. By contrast, finding the Jordan form amounts to 
factoring the f,, and hence is often impossible by algebraic methods. 
The cases where V is of infinite F-dimension exhibit the same variety of 
complications and pathologies as one finds in the genera1 theory of abelian 
groups. The theory also becomes intractable when F is not a field. See 
Guralnick [lQ] for some information in the case of commutative local rings. 
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The approach here has been greatly extended in the past twenty years 
through the development of the theory of yuioers, originated by Gabriel [15]. 
A quiver Q is just a directed graph; that is, a collection of vertices, and for 
any two vertices i and j, a certain number oij of arrows from i to j. Note 
that multiple arrows are allowed. If a field F is given, an F-represent&ion of 
Q is given by assigning an F-vector space Vi to each vertex i and an F-linear 
map T, : Vi + Vj to each arrow a from i to j. Maps between such representa- 
tions are defined by commutativity of the obvious diagrams. The representa- 
tions of Q form an abelian category equivalent to the category of modules 
over the path algebru A(Q). A path in Q is a sequence u,, . , a, of arrows 
such that the point of ui is at the same vertex as the tail of ai+ 1 for 
1< i < n - 1. A basis for A(Q) consists of orthogonal idempotents e,, one for 
each vertex i, together with all the paths. Products of paths are defined 
by concatenation, where possible, and are zero otherwise. For a path p, we 
let ejp = p if p starts at i; otherwise e,p = 0. The value of pej is p or 0, 
according as p does or does not end at j. 
The theory of canonical forms of a single transformation is just the case 
where there is only one vertex 1, and the only arrow is a loop X from 1 to 
itself. A representation is just a vector space Vi with a linear endomorphism 
representing X. In the quiver algebra, e, = 1, and the paths are just iterates 
of X, so A(Q) = F[X]. 
Another classical case is that of the quiver Q = 1 + 2. Here, a representa- 
tion is a linear transformation T : V + W between different vector spaces. In 
classical terms, T is a rectangular matrix. An isomorphism from T : V -+ W to 
T’: V’ -+ w’ is a pair of isomorphisms X: V -+ V’ and Y: W + W’ such that 
T’= YTX-‘. Hence, the representation theory of Q reproduces the theory of 
equivalence of matrices. In turn, the path algebra is isomorphic to the ring R 
of 2 X2 lower triangular matrices. Hence, matrices are classified up to 
equivalence by studying the R-modules. Since R has only three indecompos- 
able modules in this case, a very simple theory results. 
The path algebra of a quiver Q is finite-dimensional if and only if the 
quiver has no oriented cycles. In this case, Gabriel showed that A(Q) has 
only finitely many indecomposable modules precisely when Q, with the 
directions of the arrows ignored, is a disjoint union of Dynkin diagrams of the 
forms A,,, D,, E,, E,, and Es. In other cases, the representations can 
sometimes be classified by currently available methods, but most often they 
cannot. In some cases, classification becomes possible if one looks only at 
certain special representations of the diagram, usually specified by demand- 
ing that certain paths be zero or that certain sections of the diagram be 
commutative. This amounts to looking at factor rings of the path algebra. We 
refer the reader to the recent representation-theory literature for more 
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details. There is not much recent expository material available on this topic, 
but one can find an outline of the point of view in Green [I7]. 
3. THE THEOREMS OF ROTH AND MIYATA 
In 1952, W. E. Roth [41] moved the following two theorems about 
matrices over a field F: 
ROTH'S EQUIVALENCE THEOREM. 
tive sizes n x m, n x k, and 1 x k. 
solution if und only if the matrices 
Let A, B, and C be matrices of respec- 
The matrix eyuation AX - YB = C has a 
and M’= 
are equivalent, 
ROTH'S SIMILARITY THEOREM. Let the matrices A and B in the equiva- 
lence theorem be square. The matrix equation AX - XB = C has a solution $ 
and only if M is similar to M’. 
Roth proved the equivalence theorem also for matrices over F[X], 
provided that A and B are square, and deduced the similarity theorem for F 
from that. A number of years ago, I wanted to have theorems of this type for 
matrices over commutative rings, as part of a project that was never com- 
pleted. I was able to show [24] that the theorems do hold over an arbitrary 
commutative ring R, and one needn’t assume that A and B are square in the 
equivalence theorem. In that theorem, one direction of the proof is trivial, for 
if AX - YB = C. then 
The corresponding part of the similarity theorem is the same computation, 
with Y = X. 
Let us look at the harder part of the equivalence theorem, taking the 
matrices over an arbitrary commutative ring R. We are to show that a certain 
system of linear equations has a solution. If U and V are invertible matrices 
with VM = M’V, let R’ be the subring of R generated by the entries of M, 
U, V, U-l, and V-l. The hypotheses still hold over R’, so it suffices to 
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assume R = R’, and so R is Noetherian, by the Hilbert basis theorem. It 
then follows from standard methods that we may assume that R is a 
complete, Noetherian local ring with radical P. By a limit argument, it 
suffices that the linear equations have a solution over each of the Artinian 
rings R / Pk. Thus, we have reduced to the case where R itself is Artinian. 
For any two matrices G and H, define the vector space E(G, H) as the set of 
pairs (S, T) of matrices of suitable sizes such that SG = HT. If the elements 
of E(M,A) are blocked in the form ((S,,S,),(T,,T,)), one finds that S,A = 
AT, and S,C + S,B = AT,. Hence, there is a mapping f: E(M, A) * E(A, A) 
given by ((S,, S,),(T,, T,)) * (S,, T,). Observe that kerf z E(B, A). Now, the 
equivalence of M and M’ and the structure of M’ easily show that 
E(M,A)= E(M’,A)= E(B,Al@E(A,A), h w ence, by counting composition 
lengths, we see that j is a surjection. Since (I, I) E E(A,A), E(M,A) 
contains an element of the form ((I, Y), (I, X)), and one finds that AX - YB = 
C, completing the proof. The similarity theorem has an analogous proof. 
Let us look at the similarity theorem in another light. Viewing matrices as 
R-endomorphisms of the free R-modules that they act upon, we can con- 
struct finitely generated R[X]-modules N,, Nq, and so on. The similarity of 
M and M’ and the forms those matrices take shows us that we have an exact 
sequence 
and isomorphisms N, g NM, a NA@ Ns. Now, 5 splits precisely if there is an 
isomorphism from N, to Nh,, that is the identity on the common submodule 
NA and induces the identity on the common factor module Ns. The existence 
of such an isomorphism is clearly equivalent to the solvability of AX - XB = 
C. Hence the theorem follows from 
MIYATA’S THEOREM. Let R be a commutatioe, Noetherian ring, and let A 
be a module-finite R-algebra. A short exact sequence 
of finitely generated A-modules splits if and only if N z N’ @ N”. 
Miyata’s proof is in [36]; G uralnick [18,20] has shown that the assumption 
that R be Noetherian is unnecessary, provided that the modules are finitely 
presented. Guralnick has also found some other cases where the conclusion 
of Miyata’s theorem holds, and has given forms of Roth’s theorems in which 
M and M’ have k X k block-triangular form, for any k 2 2. (Feinberg [13, 141 
proved such results for matrices over fields.) Guralnick’s approach avoids 
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completions by a clever application of the Km11 intersection theorem. See 
also [21]. 
4. COMFORTABLE RINGS 
When we first learn linear algebra over fields, we are taught that every 
subspace of a vector space is a direct summand. Consequently, a matrix 
whose null space is zero has a left inverse, and one whose column space is 
the entire space of column vectors of appropriate size has a right inverse. 
That is to say, every monomorphism of vector spaces splits, as does every 
epimorphism. When we start to study modules over more general rings, we 
learn that the second property carries over for homomorphisms of free 
modules, but the first does not. Depending upon our temperament, we find 
this mildly distressing, outright alarming, or delightful. In this section, we 
will discuss those comfortable rings with the property that every monomor- 
phism of free modules splits. Since there seems to be no brief, sensible term 
for such rings, let us playfully say that a ring R is left comfort&e if every 
monomorphism of finitely generated free left R-modules is split. We will see 
that this property is not left-right symmetric. In the Artinian case, these turn 
out to be just the lower distinguished rings that were studied by Professor 
Azumaya [ 11. 
We start with a simple result proved by routine diagram chasing. 
PROPOSITION. The following statements ure equivalent : 
(i) R is left comfortable. 
(ii) Every monomorphism from RR to a finitely generated free left 
R-module splits. 
(iii) Every monomorphism of finitely generated projective left R-modules 
splits. 
We see therefore that among left Noetherian rings, the comfortable ones 
are just those whose “little” finitistic global dimension is zero, i.e., those for 
which every finitely generated module is either projective or of infinite 
projective dimension. 
A homomorphism cp from RR to the free module n R” is determined by 
the element cp(l)=(a,,...,a,); we have cp(r)=(ra,,...,ra,). Let Z(q) be 
the right ideal Ca,R. Then cp is a monomorphism if and only if the left 
annihilator of Z(q) is zero. cp splits if and only if Z(q) = A. Since any finitely 
generated right ideal of R is Z(q) for some cp, we have Bass’s observation [3] 
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that R is left comfortable if and only if it has no left faithful, finitely 
generated, proper right ideals. 
PROPOSITION. Let ecery maximal right ideal of R be finitely generated. R 
is left comfortable if and only if every simple right R-module is isomorphic to 
a right ideal of R. 
Proof. For convenience, let us write N * for Horn R( N, RR) for any right 
R-module N. Let R be left comfortable, and let S be a simple right 
R-module. To show that S can be embedded in R,, it suffices to show that 
S* is not zero. The annihilator of S is a maximal right ideal, so we have an 
exact sequence 
where F is finitely generated and free. Noting that (R,)” ~a R, we obtain 
the exact sequence 
0 + S* +AR +f*F*. 
If S* = 0, then f * is a monomorphism, and hence splits, since R is left 
comfortable. Thus, gf * = lHR for some g : F* +R R. But then, f **g* = lRR, 
and f** can be identified with f, under the usual natural isomorphisms. 
Hence, f is surjective, and so S = 0, a contradiction. Thus, S* + 0, as 
required. 
Conversely, let every simple right R-module embed in R,, and suppose 
that I is a proper, finitely generated right ideal whose left annihilator is zero. 
There is a maximal right ideal M containing I; it is also finitely generated 
and left faithful. There is a right ideal J isomorphic to the simple module 
R/M. We have JM = 0, contradicting the fidelity of M. Hence, no such I 
exists, and R is left comfortable. This completes the proof. n 
It follows that a commutative Noetherian ring R is (bilaterally) comfort- 
able if and only if it is semilocal and R /rad R is isomorphic to an ideal of R. 
Of course, the only comfortable integral domains are the fields. If R is a 
commutative local ring with simple module S, the trivial extension of R by S 
is comfortable. Therefore, comfortableness places no restriction on Krull 
dimension. We now present an example showing that a non-Noetherian 
commutative ring can be comfortable and yet have no simple ideals. 
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Let K he any field. Let R be a K-vector space with basis x, indexed by 
the real numbers (Y such that 0 < a < 1. If we define 
i 
c a+P if a+p<l, 2;,cp = 
0 if (~+p21, 
R becomes a commutative K-algebra with identity 1;(,. For each cy, define 
ideals I, = CP2uK~u and J, = Ca>,Kc,. If x E I,, then xk E I,,, so xk = 0 
when k > l/a. Thus, if c # 0, czj,) + x is a unit of R. Since R/J,, E K, 
M = Jo is the unique maximal ideal of R. To show that R has no simple 
ideals, it suffices to show that M is faithful. Let A = Cy= Ici~, be a nonzero 
element of R, where a, < . . . <a,,, c,, # 0. There is an’ a such that 
LY + (Y,, < 1. We find that c,A is the sum of c,,c,+,,, and an element of Jcy+a,,. 
Thus, c,h # 0, while 2;, E hl, so M is faithful. On the other hand, let 
pI,. . . , p,,,, generate a proper ideal 1 of R. Then each CL, is in some Ia2, SO 
I c I,, where (Y is the smallest of the (Y~. Now cx is not zero, since 1 is a 
proper ideal. The element 0 = 1 - (Y /2 is strictly between 0 and 1, and 
Z,I, = 0. It follows that 1 is not faithful. Thus, R is comfortable. 
Let us now turn to the case where R is Artinian on both sides, but not 
necessarily commutative. The left comfortable rings in this class are those 
whose right socle contains a copy of each simple right module. Such rings 
were called right lower distinguished in Azumaya’s paper [l], and were also 
studied in [30] and [37]. The quasi-Frobenius rings arc clearly comfortable on 
both sides, as also follows immediately from their self-injectiveness. Many 
Artinian rings that are not quasi-Frobenius share this property; for example, 
the trivial extension of a field by a two-dimensional vector space. Over any 
field, the ring of all matrices of the form 
(1 0 0 
i I 0 I? 0 C cl a 
is left comfortable, but not right comfortable. 
5. ARITHMETIC 
In this section, we will look at matrices over Dedekind domains. Taken as 
a whole, this topic embraces all of integral representation theory and much of 
algebraic number theory, so we confine our attention to a few items and refer 
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the reader to Curtis and Reiner [7, 81, Roggenkamp and Huber-Dyson [39], 
and Roggenkamp [40] for further details. 
As we have mentioned, the theory of canonical forms for matrices over 
fields does not carry over to matrices over commutative rings in full gcneral- 
ity. Nonetheless, a module-theoretic viewpoint yields some information. The 
ancestor of most results along this line is 
THE LATI.MER-MACDUIWEE TIIEORE~I. kf f(X) E Z[X] be (I ~rzonic, 
irreducible polynomial of degree n. Let 8 E C be n zero of f(X). The 
similarity classes of n X n integral matrices A suclz that f(A) = 0 are in 
one-to-one correspondence with the isomorphism classes of ideals in the 
ring Z[0]. 
Note that Z[e] is a Dedekind domain if and only if f(X) does not lie in 
the square of any maximal ideal of Z[X] (see Uchida [35]). The theorem, first 
proved in [32], has been re-proved and generalized many times; see Estes 
and Guralnick [lo]. For producing explicit canonical forms for matrices, the 
theorem has very little utility, since one seldom knows the ideals of Z[f3]. 
Even when one does, explicit Z-bases for them that yield understandal)lc 
matrices do not seem to have been found. 
The contemporary view of the Latimer-MacDuffee theorem is that Z” 
becomes a lattice over R = Z[t9] by 0x = f(A)(x). That is, it is a finitely 
generated torsion-free R-module. Since n is the Z-rank of R, Z” can easily 
be identified with a fractional ideal of R. We can extend our point of view to 
look at nk X nk matrix solutions of f(A) = 0. These correspond to full 
R-lattices in the Q[B]-module Q[e]“. If R is a Dedekind domain, the 
Steinitz-Chevalley theorem [4, 431 says that such a lattice is isomorphic to a 
direct sum I,@ . . . @I, of ideals. In fact, its isomorphism class is determined 
precisely by k and the element of the class group Cl(R) containing the 
product n1,. Hence, A is integrally similar to the direct smn of a matrix 
determined by an ideal with k - 1 copies of the companion matrix of f(X). 
When R is not Dedekind, things are much more complicated; see [28]. One 
can also study solutions of f(A) = 0 when f(X) .’ IS not irreducible. This is 
also quite complicated, but it includes the important representation theory of 
cyclic groups. 
The Steinitz-Chevalley theory can be put to good USC in other matrix-the- 
ory problems. It is well known that every matrix over a principal-ideal 
domain is equivalent to a diagonal one. It is this useful fact that permits the 
computation of the rational canonical form without finding zeros of polynomi- 
als. On the other hand, let R be a Dedekind ring, and let P be a 
nonprincipal prime ideal of R such that P” is principal. The Steinitz-Cheval- 
ley results imply that R @ R g P CB P. We compose this isomorphism with the 
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inclusion of P@ P into R@ R to obtain a monomorphism f : R 83 R -+ R@ R 
that has cokernel isomorphic to R /P @ R /P. The matrix of f relative to any 
R-bases cannot be a diagonal matrix diag(u, b), for then we would have 
R /Pa R /P z R/(a)@ R /(b). By the Krull-Schmidt-Azumaya theorem, it 
would follow that R/P z R / Ru, whence P = Ru would be principal. Levy 
[33] carried this idea much farther. Let us call a rectangular matrix over R 
indecomposable if is not equivalent to a matrix of any of the forms 
or (A 0) or 
Levy shows that if Cl(R) has finite exponent e and A,,,,,, is indecomposable, 
then n and m are less than 2e. On the other hand, if Cl(R) contains an 
element of order e, then there are e x e indecomposable matrices of ranks e 
and e - 1. There are also indecomposable e X (e - 1) and (e - 1) X e matri- 
ces of rank e - 1. These are the best results one could hope for, since a 
matrix of rank r is equivalent to one of the forms 
where each of p and y is either r or r + 1. If Cl(R) has an element of 
infinite order, there are arbitrarily large indecomposable matrices. Therefore, 
the sizes of indecomposable matrices are bounded if and only if Cl(R) has 
finite exponent. 
In 1849, Hermite [26, 271 showed that if ul,. . , u,, and cl are elements of 
a principal-ideal domain R such that cl E CRa,, then there is an n X n 
matrix with top row ((I, u2 . . . a,,) and determinant d. (He actually 
asserted this only for R = Z and d = f 1, but his proof carries over.) Lissner 
[34] generalized this to the case where R is a Dedekind domain. In another 
direction, Steinitz [43] showed that if the k X k minors of a k X n matrix A 
over a Dedekind domain generate R as an ideal, then A constitutes the top k 
rows of an element of GL(n, R). Irving Reiner, Marion Moore, and I [25] 
completed this cycle of ideas by showing that if d belongs to the ideal 
generated by the k x k minors of A, then there is an n X n matrix of 
determinant d with A as its top part. The heart of the proof is a special case 
of Levy’s lemma mentioned above: A is equivalent to a matrix (D 01, where 
D is k X (k + 1). This is easily proven from the Steinitz-Chevalley theory as 
follows. If we view multiplication by A as a homomorphism f: R” + R”, we 
find R” E L CB ker f, where L is isomorphic to the image of f, and so has rank 
k. We have ker f E F @ 1 and L E F' @J for free modules F and F’ and 
ideals 1 and J. Since R” is free, we have I@J G R@ R. Hence, R” E F”@F, 
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where F” = F’ CD I @J is free of rank k + 1, and F c ker f. Adapting a basis to 
this decomposition gives the desired equivalence. With that established, the 
rest is matrix manipulations. 
6. COMMUTATIVE MATRIX ALGEBRAS 
In 1905, Schur [42] proved that the maximum number of linearly inde- 
pendent, commuting, complex, n X n matrices is g(n) = [n”/4] + 1, where 
[ ] is the greatest-integer function. He also determined the sets of such 
matrices that have g(lz) elements. Jacobson [29] extended these results to 
arbitrary fields, except for the determination of the maximal sets in the case 
of an imperfect field of characteristic two. Schur and Jacobson proved these 
results by matrix manipulations. In [23], I noted that these results, along with 
some others connected to them, could be proved by module-theoretic meth- 
ods. 
If S is a maximal linearly independent set of commuting elements of the 
matrix algebra K ,~ x ,, , then its K-linear span is a maximal commutative 
subalgebra A, and K” is a faithful A-module. We approach the problem 
from the other direction by studying an abstract commutative K-algebra A 
with a faithful module X, both of finite K-dimension. One then has an 
embedding A -+ Hom.(X, X), and maximality of the image means exactly 
that Hom,(X, X) = A. Thus, we are interested in faithful modules with the 
smallest possible endomorphism rings. To begin, let K be algebraically 
closed and let A be local, with maximal ideal M. For a faithful module X, let 
1X i,. . .,x,,,} be a minimal generating set, and let V= C@ Kr,; the sum is 
direct by minimality. Since A is commutative and X is faithful, multiplica- 
tion induces a K-monomorphism M --) Hom,&V, MX), so dim. M < 
(dim.V)(dimk MX). For any two real numbers a and 13, we have 
ab = ((a + 6)” -(a - b)“}/4 < (a + h)“/4. Since dimKV + dimK MX = 
dim. X by Nakayama’s lemma, we obtain dimK A = 1+ dimK M < 1 + 
(dimK X)“/4, and Schur’s inequality follows. The nonlocal case follows from 
the inequality g(n + m) > g(n)+ g(m), and passage to the non-algebrai- 
cally-closed case is standard. 
The proof makes it clear that when K is algebraically closed, the upper 
bound is achieved by making dim.V and dim, MX as nearly equal as 
possible. Hence, a commutative matrix algebra A of dimension g(n) is 
conjugate to a (local) algebra Ak,,,l consisting of all matrices of the form 
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where k + m = n and Ik - ml < 1. Note that then (rad A)” = 0. Jacobson 
showed that this holds in the non-algebraically-closed case as well, unless 
perhaps K is an imperfect field of characteristic two, and the residue field of 
A is an inseparable quadratic extension of K. This exception is removed by 
proving that if R is any commutative local ring whose radical has square zero 
and X is a faithful R-module, then dR < g(dX), where JN denotes the 
composition length of the module N. This discussion shows that four 4X4 
matrices can generate a commutative algebra of dimension five, and it is easy 
to see from that that four ~1 x II matrices can generate a commutative algebra 
of dimension larger than n, if II 2 4. On the other hand, it has been shown 
many times [2, 16, 22, 38, 461 that two commuting II X n matrices generate 
an algebra of dimension at most n. The question of the largest possible 
dimension of a three-generator commutative matrix algebra remains open. I 
am indebted to Bob Guralnick for the latest information on this problem. 
A more difficult problem is that of finding commutative matrix algebras 
that arc maximal mldcr inclusion, yet small in dimension. Gerstenhaber [16] 
conjectured that a maximal commutative algebra of n X n matrices has 
dimension at least tt. Courter [S] then produced an example of a thirteen- 
dimensional maximal commutative algebra of 14 X 14 matrices. He later 
showed [6] that one could find maximal commutative algebras A of n X n 
matrices with (dim,. A>/ VI arbitrarily small, by taking 11 sufficiently large. 
This could even be accomplished with the restriction (rad A)” = 0. Gersten- 
haber’s conjecture is correct when the square of the radical is zero, and when 
A is generated by two matrices. Courter’s examples raise the question of 
whether there is any lower bound to the dimensions of maximal commutative 
matrix algebras. 
Let R be a commutative local Artinian ring with maximal ideal M, and 
let X be a faithful R-module with Hom.(X,X)= R. Let socX be the socle 
of X. The endonlorphis”‘s of X with image contained in sot X annihilate 
n4X. Hence, rad R contains Hom,(X/MX,soc X). Let &X/MX)= u and 
~(SOC X) = b. \Ve have al? < &-ad R) = dR - 1. By considering the projective 
cover and the injectivc hull of X, we find that aX is bounded above by adR 
and by hdR. It follows that (8X)” <((aR)” -(JR)‘. Hence, a maximal 
commutative algebra of n x a matrices has dimension greater than n8’3. 
Laffey [31] has shown that such an algebra in fact has dimension at least 
(2r1)““~ - 1. If one fin-ther assumes that the cube of the radical is zero, the 
bound 1,ec01nes [3 n”‘:’ -41, sharp for infinitely many n. Recently, Fam Vet 
Khung [ll, 121 has provided some further results in this area. In [ll], it is 
shown that R is a commutative algebra of n X n matrices whose radical has 
exact index of nilpotcncy k, where 2 < k < n, then the dimension of R is at 
most k - 1 + [(n - k + 2)“/4], a sharp bound. In [12], it is shown that if R is 
maximal commutative, then its dimension is at least [3(n - k - 2)““] + k - 6. 
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This bound is attained if n - k +2 = t” +3t for some integer t. I have not 
seen these papers myself; I am grateful to P. M. Cohn for sending me copies 
of his reviews of them. 
We conclude with some discussion of a problem communicated to me by 
Halmos and Barria. If two matrices are polynomials in a third matrix, they 
commute. The converse is false (see below), but one wishes to determine 
when it is true. Thus we ask: given two commuting square matrices A and B 
over a field F, when is there a matrix C such that F[A, R] c F[C]? For 
convenience, we will assume that F is algebraically closed and of character- 
istic zero. The algebra R = F[A, B] is isomorphic to F[X,Y]/I, where I is 
an ideal that contains the minimal polynomials pA(X) and pB(Y). S = F[C] 
is a serial algebra. Hence, the problem can be stated abstractly in the 
following way: given R and a faithful R-module M, when is there a serial 
algebra A that contains R in such a way that the R-module structure of A4 
can be extended to a faithful A-module structure? 
A commutative serial algebra has the form 
FIXI F[Xl ’ F[Xl F[Xl 
--x . . . X-----E A= (X”l) (X"') iF1 (X-(yi)“’ 2 rlf_- &, x - c# ’ 
where the (Y~ are distinct elements of F. From this, one immediately sees 
some counterexamples. By looking at the direct-product decomposition of A, 
it is clear that two elements of square zero must have product zero. 
Therefore, the algebra F[X,Y]/(X’,Y”) cannot be embedded in any serial 
A. Thus, if we let 
then A and B are commuting matrices that are not polynomials in any third 
matrix. More generally, if the matrices A and B are polynomials in a third 
matrix and A” = B” = 0, then necessarily A*BP = 0 whenever (Y /a + 
p/b > 1. For another sort of example, note the embedding F[ X, Y]/ 
(X”, XY,Y”) * F[t]/(tJ) induced by X -+ t”, Y + t3. This easily yields two 
4 X4 matrices that are polynomials in a third matrix, but neither is a 
polynomial in the other. We also have an obvious embedding of R = 
F[X,Y]/(X”,XY,Y’) in S= F[X]/(X”)@F[Y]/(Y”). The regular represen- 
tation of R does not extend to S. Hence, the matrices 
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are not polynomials in a third matrix, but we have A’ = C(Z - C)” and 
B’ = C”(C - Z), where 
and 
c= 
i 0 1 0 0 10’ 0 1I 
Let us finish with an example showing how to find the matrix C. Let 
where J and J’ are Jordan blocks with eigenvalue zero and respective sizes 
3 x 3 and 2 x 2. We find that AB = BA = B and that A“ = A” = diag(O, I, x a) 
is an idempotent, which we denote by e,. Let e2 = I, x5 - e,. Let R = 
F[A, B]. We find that Re, = Fe,@FB E F[X]/(X’) and Be, = Fe,@Fy@ 
Fy” = F[X]/(X”), h w ere y = A - A3. Thus, we have isomorphisms 
F[X]/(X3(X-1)‘) + F[X]/((x -1)“)~ F[X]/(X”) * R. 
The composite is given by 
f(x)+(x3(x-1)“)-,f(0)z,.s+~‘(O)A+~ f”(O) A” 
f(l)+f(O)-f’(O)-? A3+fl(l)B. 
The generator X +(X”(X - 1)“) is mapped to C = A + B. We will have 
B =f(C) if f’(l)= 1, f(O)=f(l)=f’(O>=f”(O)= 0, so we take f(X)= 
X3 - X3. Similarly, A = - C” + C3 + C. Notice that the last step involves 
finding a polynomial with prescribed values of it and some of its derivatives 
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at certain points. This is what numerical analysts call the Her-mite interpola- 
tion problem [9]. Explicit solutions are known only the case where, in our 
terms, (rad R)” = 0. 
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